PRINT Series by Bosnor

Bosnor®
Solid Surface

Art, color and design at your feet
Welcome to Bosnor, specialist manufacturer of Solid Surface shower trays since 1998

In recent years, the bathroom has established itself as a social center in homes, fostering the trend to design spacious and comfortable bathrooms through elements which show a style and a status: furniture, screens, shower trays.

Bosnor shower trays are manufactured using our Solid Syntech material as a base, a Solid Surface material made of a high-performance polyester resin and a high-finesse and high-purity non-mineral synthetic filler called ATH (aluminum trihydroxide).

Unlike other materials, our Solid Surface is mass-dyed; it has no coating on the outside or fibers inside and is not porous; our shower trays are vacuum manufactured to obtain a dense and durable material, which presents a completely anti-slip surface and is textured to ensure a soft and relaxing finish. It is an aseptic material, resistant to bacteria, easy to clean and repairable.

PRINT Series by BOSNOR: An extraordinary shower tray for extraordinary people

Introducing the PRINT Series, manufactured using a digital sublimation printing technique patented by Bosnor, which allows us to obtain unlimited possibilities in colors and design. Five collections with individual personalities and unique designs:

- **DECO**: Lines, Loop, Mosaic, Nostalgia, Pyramid
- **INDUSTRIAL**: Bluish, Iron, Oxide, Reef, Rusty
- **NATURE**: Atacama, Calacatta, Marble, Marfil, Markina
- **STONE**: Ash, Cement, Concrete, Rock, Stone
- **WOOD**: Alberta, Atlantic, Cajun, Colorado, Sequoia

Art, color and design at your feet
Imagine being able to live the sensation that surfing leaves on your skin. Security, balance, emotion, adventure and of course, art; *Bosnor* offers all this at your feet.

An innovative, dynamic, elegant design, with both curves and straight lines, durable, resistant, versatile and ready for you to fall in love with it.

Long grilles for your drain, in 6 different colors that you can combine with a wave of models to choose from to live in your most vital space, your bathroom.

Jump on board with our exclusive, daring designs for your bathroom with *Surface*. 
Deco Collection
A collection inspired by Art Deco, full of fantasy and originality to provide your bathroom with art, color and design.
Lines

The creamy colors of this bathroom allow for the perfect integration of our key element Lines in the set. A bathroom boasting a lot of light, natural light that enters through the window from the garden. Our Lines shower tray's details imitate a grid in white lines, making it very original. Ideal for bathrooms in earth, beige and white tones with some black detail. In this case the color of the drain cover is beige, as we see can see in more detail in the featured section.
Loop

In this bathroom environment our Loop model is found inside a space with a retro style. A shower tray with circular details that reminds us a little of the 80s and combines perfectly with the natural, white and light wood tones that we see here in the image. We have chosen a black tap to give a touch of dark color, adding some warmth to the picture.
Mosaic

In this composition we see our main feature Mosaic, the shower tray with details of stars and intertwined lines, stand out in this nocturnal environment as a great star that shines in the darkness of the night. This bathroom takes us to that moment, while we look at the stars and planets on a summer night from the mountains. Mosaic combines perfectly well with blue, lilac and pink tones, with chrome faucet and light gray details that make it stand out among all the elements and materials of this bathroom.

DECO Collection
INDUSTRIAL Collection
NATURE Collection
STONE Collection
WOOD Collection
Nostalgia

In this composition we see our Nostalgia model located comfortably in a bathroom with a vintage style that transports us to the past, to our grandmother’s house. To that dreamy place that makes us feel so comfortable. A warm atmosphere that fits perfectly with the style of our Nostalgia shower tray, inspired by the hydraulic pavement. In this case it is combined with whites, textures, taps and rustic details that fit in wonderfully, highlighting the elegance of Nostalgia, our most nostalgic shower tray.
Pyramid

In this bathroom environment we see the Pyramid model as the main feature of a modern and contemporary bathroom, with tainted colors that combine perfectly with the chrome and white colors and the details of our shower tray. The chromed drain cover melts between the triangles and stars of our Pyramid shower tray; a slightly cubist style tray for a bathroom with a hint of Pop.
A collection that will surprise you with how elegant and exclusive a shower tray can be, with its rust imitating colors and textures.
Bluish

For this environment we have made the most of one of the corners of the summer house closest to the terrace and pool, giving it a lot of clarity and using all the sunlight entering from the huge window. A window that lets you glimpse the garden plants and the wooden path leading to the pool. The white walls and floor highlight the design and color of the Bluish shower tray. A shower tray with textures that reminds us of the sand on the beach with reflections of the sun.
Iron

In this composition we see our main feature Iron, located in a bathroom with a very minimalist style where gray tones are the key color. It combines perfectly with modern styles, chrome faucets and straight lines, as well as contrasting with the white light of both the furniture and the wall.

And let's not forget about the details we see in the featured photo, a texture and roughness that we can almost touch. Print shower trays are printed on all sides. Luxury shower trays that will add a special touch to your bathroom.

Click [here](#) to read the history of this model.
Oxide

This bathroom environment is inside a spacious and modern Loft that was previously an industrial building. Our Oxide model feels great in its new space, wrapped between micro cement walls and old cracked cement. A worn but very modern touch that combines wonderfully with the chrome faucet and very modern to match the color of the drain. A space with a lot of personality that mixes the spent with the modern and new, a hybrid style for our popular Oxide shower tray model.
Reef

Just like part of a ship submerged in the ocean, our Reef model could have been rescued by a shipwrecked man and transported to this beautiful place, on the small island of Monuriki in Fiji, to welcome this luxuriously detailed, unique shower tray. With natural elements of stone and wood, the Reef model stands out in this environment and lets us glimpse the light and the jungle of the island. A very special model, rusted for years by the harsh waters of the Pacific Ocean, to achieve a unique result in luxury shower trays.
Rusty

The return of the 80s can also be seen in the world of bathroom decoration, and the trend is ready to make its way up the design podium. Refined luxury and adapted to our space with our main feature Rusty, our shower tray in reddish tones and textures that remind us of rust. Here is a bottle green bathroom, hexagonal tiles, with golden details and rust textures, as if the water had been here for centuries. The plants remind us of seaweed. A bathroom that could well be from a whole other world, another atmosphere, an underwater world, perhaps something similar to the one in the Aquaman movie in Atlantis.
Nature Collection

A collection inspired by the water of different types of natural stone, which reminds us of marble or granite.
Atacama

A continuous water trail has guided the details that decorate our main element, the Atacama model, and that combines perfectly with all the elements of this bathroom environment. Nature, beige tones and natural wood for a bathroom in which our main element stands out as if it were a work of art, created by nature to dazzle in your bathroom.
Calacatta

Calacatta marbling is popular for its gray veins and the great whiteness of this much-desired marble. Our model creates this elegant texture to give a very sophisticated air to your bathroom. In this environment we see our model in a bathroom of a very high floor in the city, with large windows that allow a lot of light to flood the environment, contrasting with the dark tones both on the floor and on the small tiles of the wall. A stately model for an elegant bathroom.
Marble

The Nature Collection is pure NATURE and our Marble model also feels very comfortable being a part of it. The green of the forest that we see through the window, the natural wood front and even the wall tiles that remind us of water traces. All this in white, beige and light green tones that highlight the natural beauty of our Marble model.
Marfil

Beige, chocolate and silver are the colors that accompany our main feature, the Marfil model of our Nature collection. A bathroom with lots of light, spacious, with classic gold details, including for the tap, mirror, light, sink and a front full of golden glow. A current trend, all in combination with a floor and broken white wall almost gray with brightness, as if it were marble. A luxury bathroom where our Marfil model lives in all its glorious details.
Markina

The elegance and strong personality of our Markina model means this bathroom space doesn’t need many elements or ornaments to shade it. A modern bathroom cabinet in combination with wooden textures, which add to this atmosphere a touch of modernity and design, is hinted at in the distance. In this case our model proudly sports the beige drain cover, in combination with the wooden details of the back wall.
STONÉ Collection

A collection where the main feature is stone in different tonalities, textures and hardness, in particular gray, slate and earth.
Ash

When the dust of the ash is transformed into something solid and beautiful, that's when our Ash model is born to create long-lasting environments that never go out of style despite new trends.

In this environment, our Ash model stands out among the light gray textures of the concrete walls and the warmth of the wood floor. Ideal for combining with white, gray, chrome and natural woods.
Cement

In this environment our Cement model is the main feature; the natural stone, the gold of the faucet and the mirror, as well as the micro cement of the walls and floor, add a very special touch. A bathroom that is part of a rural farmhouse restored with great taste, where its original elements and textures are mixed with very modern and contemporary details, adding a great deal of personality and design to the whole.
Concrete

The beauty of hard concrete is reflected in our Concrete model and in this bathroom, where the predominant gray tones add value to the plants we see through the window. A combination of colors that match very well with our main feature; this green is also perfect to include in the decoration of the bathroom, whether that’s towels, candles, shower gel or natural sponges. A bathroom where colors, textures and contrasts create the most harmonious design for our main feature: the Concrete model.
Rock

Our Rock model feels very comfortable in this bathroom environment that was once a hard stone cave. This impressive result, where the common thread is still stone rock, has been achieved thanks to the passing of time and the hand of man. The huge window lets us see a lush garden that once was a forest. The floor is perfect gray micro cement that maintains the prominence of our Rock model and the different colors and textures that live alongside it. Modern details, with a current design for a shower tray that is very resistant and durable over time.
Stone

An environment where the gray tones and stone texture of the shower tray are the protagonists. We see how our Stone stands out among the light gray colors that surround it. With chrome and modern faucet details that combine beautifully with the color of the drain grate.

A modern atmosphere with stone texture in shades of slate, living beautifully here with our Stone model.
Wood Collection

A collection whose key element is wood, its different tones and grains, giving warmth to your bathroom.
Alberta

Alberta is the main feature of this bathroom environment. A shower tray with a texture and almost real impression of wood worn in soft shades that adapts perfectly to this modern and luxurious bathroom style. A bathroom in gray and blue tones, colors that combine well with the wooden furniture.

We highlight the finishes of all Print shower trays for their exquisite taste for details.
Atlantic

Our Atlantic model is a jewel that looks great in this environment inspired by the famous Tiffany's jewelry, where the Pantone 183TC color, registered by this emblematic brand, highlights the white and black streaks of our main feature. In the background we see combined with this popular color, small tiles that shine like diamonds, between a modern mirror, a black stone sink and contemporary furniture with straight lines. Elegance is lasting, as is taste for what's good and authentic.
Cajun

Our main feature Cajun stands out in this feminine bathroom environment, between the 2019 Living Coral color of the wall and a pearl gray floor that matches the drain grid. A romantic atmosphere in which our model feels very comfortable, surrounded by retro details and ornaments, such as the white mirror and a golden tap with white touches. A bath with the Pantone color of the year that sends out very positive vibrations.
Colorado

Our main feature Colorado feels very comfortable in this summer atmosphere, inspired by the waves of the sea. We discover a picture with sea textures that combine very well with the turquoise blue tone of the side wall and the front tiles with different shades of blue, with curved shapes simulating the body of a mermaid. A very contemporary trend in bathroom decoration.

Click here to read the history of this model.
Sequoia

For this environment we wanted to place our main element accompanying its cousin, the decorative tree on its left to honor its name, since Sequoia is one of the largest trees in the world. Accompanied by very natural elements, we see our Sequoia model in this brightly lit bathroom, with environment-friendly details, both in the products and in the material of the towels, and a stone wall making the whole set a very cozy space.
Technical Specifications

- **Density**: 1.65 kg/l
- **Impact resistance**: e=0.77
- **Flex resistance and tensile strength**: 42.5 MPa
- **Linear thermal expansion coefficient**: Longitudinal a1(1/°C)=2.4 x 10^-5
  Transversal a1(1/°C)=3.2 x 10^-5
- **Water absorption**: W=0.96
- **Resistance to chemical products**: No visible change
- **Reaction to fire**: Bfl-s1
- **Slip resistance**: 20
- **Slipperiness**: C2 to C3

SolidSynthec® is:
- Highly resistant
- Anti-slip
- Long-lasting
- Silky
- Easy-to-cut
- Design and innovation

SolidSynthec® is a high-quality technical material developed by Bosnor, suitable for use as a cladding or base for the manufacture of solid and compact shower trays.

**Composition**

This material is composed of a high-performance polyester resin and a high-finesse and high-purity non-mineral synthetic filler called ATH (aluminum trihydroxide). The result is a completely homogeneous material, technically superior to other market options.

**Installation and maintenance**

The installation of shower trays is carried out by specialized personnel, by means of wheelbarrows, traspallets or more than one person, due to their weight.

**Installation options**

Our shower trays must be installed on a levelled cement base and they may be mounted:
1) Flush with the floor
2) Built-in
3) Raised above the floor
4) On legs

**Maintenance**

After showering, rinse the tray with water and ventilate the shower area well.

For more intensive cleaning, wash the shower tray with water and commercial bathroom cleaner using a non-abrasive sponge and a soft cotton cloth. Using abrasive products such as scourers and similar objects is not recommended. For stains that are difficult to remove, using so-called “magic erasers” is recommended. To remove possible lime remains, use a household anti-lime agent diluted with 2/3 water in the following way:
1) Remove the grid
2) Let it soak for 15 minutes and rinse the shower tray with plenty of water.
3) Replace the grid.

DO NOT use solvents, acids, abrasive products or alkaline products.

**Available dimensions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A (Length)</th>
<th>B (Width)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170, 180 cm.</td>
<td>70, 80, 90 cm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A (Length): Difference between A1 and the total length
B (Width): 70, 80, 90 cm.

Drain covers

- White
- Blue
- Pearl Grey
- Slate Grey
- Black
- Beige

SolidSynthec® is:

- **Density**: 1,65kg/l
- **Impact resistance**: e=0.77
- **Flex resistance and tensile strength**: 42.5 MPa
- **Linear thermal expansion coefficient**: Longitudinal a1(1/°C)=2.4 x 10^-5
  Transversal a1(1/°C)=3.2 x 10^-5
- **Water absorption**: W=0.96
- **Resistance to chemical products**: No visible change
- **Reaction to fire**: Bfl-s1
- **Slip resistance**: 20
- **Slipperiness**: C2 to C3

SolidSynthec® is highly resistant, anti-slip, long-lasting, silky, easy-to-cut, and designed for innovation.

SolidSynthec® is a high-quality technical material developed by Bosnor, suitable for use as a cladding or base for the manufacture of solid and compact shower trays.

**Composition**

This material is composed of a high-performance polyester resin and a high-finesse and high-purity non-mineral synthetic filler called ATH (aluminum trihydroxide). The result is a completely homogeneous material, technically superior to other market options.

**Installation and maintenance**

The installation of shower trays is carried out by specialized personnel, by means of wheelbarrows, traspallets or more than one person, due to their weight.

**Installation options**

Our shower trays must be installed on a levelled cement base and they may be mounted:
1) Flush with the floor
2) Built-in
3) Raised above the floor
4) On legs

**Maintenance**

After showering, rinse the tray with water and ventilate the shower area well.

For more intensive cleaning, wash the shower tray with water and commercial bathroom cleaner using a non-abrasive sponge and a soft cotton cloth. Using abrasive products such as scourers and similar objects is not recommended. For stains that are difficult to remove, using so-called “magic erasers” is recommended. To remove possible lime remains, use a household anti-lime agent diluted with 2/3 water in the following way:
1) Remove the grid
2) Let it soak for 15 minutes and rinse the shower tray with plenty of water.
3) Replace the grid.

DO NOT use solvents, acids, abrasive products or alkaline products.
In addition to the 25 models of the Print Series, Bosnor offers you the possibility to create your dream shower tray, designed to fit your customers' specifications. The great interior designers and architects are in luck: finally you can create that special bathroom, with personalized shower trays that give free rein to your imagination and give the bathroom a unique style and status. Just ask us!

A shower full of creativity, from your head to your feet.